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 The decrease in worldwide consumption during the 2016/17 harvest has been confirmed 
according to data from the International Olive Council (IOC), amounting to 6%.

 The global drop in consumption is mainly concentrated in producer countries, such as Spain 
and Greece, or significant consumers, such as the United States and Canada.

H2 Highlights
H2 2017 
Results

 Once again, this corporate year has been marked by low harvests and high prices.

 The US dollar/euro exchange rate had a negative impact of approximately €7 million on 
Ebitda. 

 The reconfiguration of the industrial footprint is now complete.

 Projects for excellence in the supply chain and savings across the company’s entire value 
chain are underway.

 Relaunch of Bertolli with its new presentations.

 We have designed a new business and sales structure.

 We have established a powerful quality and R&D department.
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Despite the moderate appearance of the year-on-year
increase in prices, the reality is that the company´s
performance during the financial year has taken place in a
very complex raw material environment, with an average
extra virgin price of €3.80/kg in Spain.

This market circumstance has affected consumption.

Raw
Material

Outcome summary
H2 2017 
Results

Profit and 
Loss

Other
financial

data

 We have improved net outcome with respect to the
previous year, reducing losses by 90%.

 In terms of Ebitda, the combination of raw material prices
and the exchange rate between the US dollar and the euro
has had a negative impact of approximately €7 million
during the financial year.

Net financial debt has increased by 4% compared to
2016, due to the decrease in margins for the business and
the need to buy oil during the season at prices greater
than the previous financial year.

Working capital management, which has once again
improved for another period, has kept debt growth at
reasonable levels.

Source: Pool Red

31-dec-17 31-dec-16 YTD

€/Tn €/Tn %

Extra Virgin 3.643   3.504   4,0%

Virgin 3.512   3.283   7,0%

Lampante 3.440   3.199   7,6%

31-dec-17 31-dec-16 YTD

m€ m€ %

Net Sales 692.332   695.213   -0,4%

EBITDA 31.343   46.123   -32,0%

Net Results (18.356)   (179.364)   89,8%

31-dec-17 31-dec-16 YTD

m€ m€ %

Net Financ. Debt 555.116   532.689   4,2%

Working Capital 105.518   110.746   -4,7%
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 Although a spike occurred in December due to a
downward correction in crop estimations, prices at origin
decreased over the last quarter of 2017.

 For the season to date, prices remain high in the main
marketplaces, except for in Italy, where they have
corrected thanks to a better harvest.

 The foreseeable increase in availability points to a slight
decrease in prices in Spain during the first weeks of 2018.

Raw materials evolution

 As we have indicated, the environment of high prices is 
affecting consumption, both on the global level (IOC) as 
well as according to a more concrete analysis, as offered 
by Nielsen.

 Out of our main markets, the most affected market has 
been in Spain, with a drop of 6%, whereas consumption in 
the United States is contracting by 2%.

 Only Italy has shown growth at a modest rate of 1%.

Consumption evolution

Source: Pool Red Source: Nielsen

Raw materials and evolution of consumption
H2 2017 
Results
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 The net profit/loss for the corporate year has improved by 90% compared to the previous year, practically reaching the break-
even point with operating profit/loss (EBIT), compared to an operating loss of €131 million in 2016.

 Non-recurring expenses have decreased by almost 60%, from 34 million in 2016 to 14 million in 2017. Financial profit/loss has
also recorded an increase of 26% during the financial year.

 The amount of sales as of the close of 2017 is practically equal to the previous financial year, despite a slight drop in the
volumes sold.

 Likewise, we have experienced an improvement in our operating expenses based due to adjustment and efficiency plans
implemented during the financial year.

 The decrease in EBITDA is mainly due to the progressive impact of increases in the raw material and the difficulty of passing it
through entirely to our sale prices.

Profit and loss statement
H2 2017 
Results

31-dec-17 31-dec-16 YTD

m€ m€ %

Net Sales 692.332     695.213     -0,4%

Gross Margin 101.750     120.038     -15,2%

OPEX (70.407) (73.915) -4,7%

EBITDA 31.343       46.123       -32,0%

EBITDA/Sales 4,5% 6,6%

Net Results (18.356) (179.364) 89,8%



BU 31-dec-17 31-dec-16 YTD 31-dec-17 31-dec-16 YTD Margin 2017 Margin 2016

m€ m€ % m€ m€ % % %

SE 320.965   307.140   5% 16.863   15.763   7% 5,3% 5,1%

NE 80.468   97.932   -18% (83)   5.217   -102% -0,1% 5,3%

NA 150.436   159.650   -6% 22.125   27.093   -18% 14,7% 17,0%

International 111.838   101.263   10% 13.958   12.034   16% 12,5% 11,9%

Operative, Corporative & 
Others

28.624   29.228   -2% (21.521)   (13.984)   -54% -75,2% -47,8%

Total 692.332   695.213   0% 31.343   46.123   -32% 4,5% 6,6%
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Results per Business Unit

As a result of the comprehensive system and processes re-design that Deoleo is carrying out, as of January 01, 2017, a new cost allocation method has been implemented between the different Business Units, which affects the calculation of EBITDA per business unit. For this 
reason and in order to provide comparable information, a proforma has been prepared with the information for the year 2016.

 At the end of the corporate year, the different business units have had uneven performance with respect to EBITDA.

 In Southern Europe and especially in Spain, progress over the financial year has been positive, in a complicated environment in which we have
maintained volumes despite the drop in consumption, achieving an increase in market share. Profitability has also increased compared to the previous
financial year.

 The International Markets unit has also had positive behavior both with respect to sales as well as profitability, driven by the good performance of
India, the Middle East and Mexico.

 In Northern Europe, distribution levels have not recovered during this FY due to high prices. Nonetheless, we expect this situation to revert from 2018
onwards as a consequence of the actions that are being implemented.

 In North America, during the fourth quarter, which was marked by high prices and the impact of the exchange rate, we have recovered our presence
in the Club Channel.

 During the financial year, the Corporate Unit registered an increase in general expenses associated with restructuring as well as provisions expenses,
which are one-off and not recurring and have had a negative impact on EBITDA for the financial year.

Sales EBITDA

H2 2017 
Results
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Working CapitalBalance Sheet Data

Balance Sheet

 Net financial debt has increased by 4% compared to 2016, due to the deterioration of margins of the
business and the need to buy oil during the season at prices higher than the previous year.

 The management of current assets, which has once again improved, has maintained debt growth at
reasonable levels

H2 2017 
Results

31-dec-17 31-dec-16 YTD

m€ m€ %

Non Current Assets 909.422   914.743   -0,6%

Working Capital 105.518   110.746   -4,7%

Equity 299.831   328.858   -8,8%

Net Financial Debt 555.116   532.689   4,2%
(95,2)   
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 Despite the decrease in EBITDA due to the deterioration of margins by €15 million, the net impact on total cash flows generated
was €6.5 million, mainly due to the improvement of working capital and the control of financial expenses.

 We currently show cash levels as well as factoring and revolving credit line usage that ensures sufficient liquidity and the ability
to therefore expand our supplier base.

 We are compliant with our financial covenants as of December 31, 2017

Cash generation

Cash generation managing analysis

Source: Managing Accounts

H2 2017 
Results

31-dec-17 31-dec-16 YTD

m€ m€ %

Cash at the beginning 29.906   46.605   

EBITDA 31.343   46.123   -32,0%

Changes in WC 5.805   3.533   -64,3%

Interest Payment (27.409)   (33.187)   -17,4%

Tax income Payment (2.749)   (1.715)   60,2%

NRI and others (25.428)   (23.749)   7,1%

CF Investment Activities (1.638)   (1.801)   -9,0%

CF Financing Activities 13.593   (5.902)   855,0%

YTD Cash generated (6.483)   (16.698)   61,2%

Cash at the end 23.424   29.906   
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 We have reduced losses by 90% compared to 2016, with an operating profit/loss (EBIT) that is very close to
break–even compared to losses of €131 million in 2016.

 The environment of high raw material prices for yet another year is making it difficult to pass the increase in
COGS entirely on to customers, with this factor being combined with a some fatigue in certain markets which
is affecting consumption, all of this alongside an unfavorable evolution of the exchange rate.

 We have improved operating expenses and financial expenses and have substantially reduced non-recurring
expenses, which is a line item that we estimate will be irrelevant during the following year.

 We have an industrial structure and an internal-and-customer service structure that are much more efficient.

 Our expertise in blending and the quality standards of our products will be our lever, along with the
popularity of our brands, to return to levels of profitability.

 We are getting closer to the origin, establishing agreements with farmers (UPA) and progressing in other
agreements to achieve the integration of the value chain and the alignment of interests.

 We are coming out of several seasons of volatility and high prices which are the perfect breeding ground for a
short-term business strategy that prioritizes volume over value. This trend towards white label and lowest price
brands are turning a product as noble and with so many opportunities as olive oil into something trivial. At
Deoleo, we are betting on the opposite, value, consumer preferences, and knowledge of all of the markets in
which we operate. The awards that we are receiving are an incentive and are telling us that we are going in the
right direction.

Conclusions
H2 2017 
Results
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 In 2017, we made a huge effort to find out consumer preferences, to look for the best oils, and to develop our
expertise at blending.

 These efforts have been recognized at the competitions where we have presented our oils, obtaining 27 medals in
2017 with our Carapelli (15) and Bertolli (12) extra-virgin oils.

 We are convinced that the recognition of the experts will be passed on to consumers, and will strengthen our
dedication to quality and work well-done.

Conclusions
H2 2017 
Results
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Annex I: Profit and loss statement

Profit and Loss Statement
(Thousand of €) 

H2 2017 
Results

31-dec-17 31-dec-16 YTD

Net Sales 692.332   695.213   -0,4%

COGS (590.582)   (575.175)   2,7%

Gross Margin 101.750   120.038   -15,2%

Staff Costs (41.593)   (55.580)   -25,2%

OPEX (28.814)   (18.335)   57,2%

Operating Expenses (70.407)   (73.915)   4,7%

Adjusted EBITDA 31.343   46.123   -32,0%

% Sales 4,5% 6,6%

Amortization and Depreciation (18.168)   (177.298)   -89,8%

EBIT before NRI 13.175   (131.175)   110,0%

NRI (13.860)   (33.620)   -58,8%

EBIT (685)   (164.795)   99,6%

% Sales -0,1% -23,7%

Financial Result (25.427)   (34.411)   -26,1%

Profit (Loss) Before Tax (26.113)   (199.206)   86,9%

Income Tx 7.756   19.842   60,9%

Attributable Profit (Loss) for the period (18.356)   (179.364)   89,8%
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Annex II: Balance Sheet

Balance Sheet
(Thousand of €)

H2 2017 
Results

31-dec-17 31-dec-16

Non-Current Assets 909.422   914.743   

Stocks 109.790   102.794   

Payables 90.900   75.659   

Other current assets 16.779   21.173   

Cash and Cash Equivalents 16.831   23.406   

Total Assets 1.143.721   1.137.775   

Equty 299.831   328.858   

Financial liabilities (preferred shares) 42.453   42.453   

Long Term Debt 505.376   503.357   

Provisions 19.595   26.073   

Deferred tax liabilities 149.609   151.005   

Short Term Debt 30.712   16.785   

Receivables 95.172   67.707   

Other current liabilities 974   1.537   

Total Liabilities 1.143.721   1.137.775   
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Annex III: Net Financial Debt

Net Financial Debt
(Thousand of €)

H2 2017 
Results

31-dec-17 31-dec-16 YTD

m€ m€ %

Long Term Debt 547.828   545.810   0,4%

Syndicated Loan 504.161   501.019   0,6%

Preferred Shares 42.453   42.453   0,0%

Other Debt 1.215   2.338   -48,0%

Short Term Debt 30.712   16.785   83,0%

Financial Debt 578.540   562.595   2,8%

Cash and Cash Equivalents (23.424)   (29.906)   21,7%

Net Financial Debt 555.116   532.689   4,2%
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• This document may contains future statements on intentions, expectations and forecasts of Deoleo, S.A. or its management on
the date on which it was written.

• These future statements or forecasts are not guarantees of future fulfilment, as they are conditioned by risks, uncertainties and
other relevant factors which could cause the developments and end results to differ materially from those expressed in these
intentions, expectations or forecasts.

• Deoleo, S.A. is not obligated to publicly divulge the result of any revision that it might make of these statements to adapt them
to facts or circumstances subsequent to this presentation, including changes in the Company’s business, its business
development strategy or any other possible unforeseen circumstance, among others.

• The statements contained in this document must be borne in mind by all persons or entities that may have to adopt decisions or
disseminate opinions on the shares issued by Deoleo and, in particular, by the analysts and investors who have access to this
document.

• The documentation and public information shared or registered by Deoleo in the supervisory organisations and in particular in
the Spanish National Securities Market Commission may be viewed.

• This document contains unaudited financial information, so it is not definitive information and may be modified in the future.
• In accordance with the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), below we include a description of the key

indicators (APMs) used in this report. These indicators are used recurrently and consistently by the Group to explain the
evolution of its activity, and their definition has not been changed:

• EBITDA: The earnings before depreciation, amortisation and earnings due to disposals and transfers of real estate and
non-current assets maintained for sale and corresponding impacts as well as other non-recurring income and expenses
(the elements considered non-recurring are those primarily associated with the comprehensive redesign of the Group’s
global model affecting processes, systems and structures that allow a more solid company and growth to be
maintained).

• Net Financial Debt: Gross financial debt minus cash and other equivalent liquid assets.
• Working capital (rolling fund): Part of the non-financial working capital which is financed by permanent resources. It is

calculated as: Stocks + Commercial debtors and other accounts payable – Commercial creditors and other accounts due.

Disclaimer
H2 2017 
Results


